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a b s t r a c t 

Initiation and inhibition are executive functions whose disruption in Parkinson’s disease impacts substantially on 

everyday activities. Management of Parkinson’s disease with subthalamic deep brain stimulation (DBS) modifies 

initiation and inhibition, with prior work suggesting that these effects may be mediated via the connectivity of 

the subthalamic nucleus (STN) with the frontal cortex. Here, we employed high-resolution structural neuroimag- 

ing to investigate the variability in initiation, inhibition and strategy use in a cohort of twenty-five (ten females, 

mean age 62.5, mean Hoehn and Yahr stage 2.5) participants undertaking subthalamic DBS for Parkinson’s dis- 

ease. Neuropsychological assessment of initiation and inhibition was performed preoperatively and at six months 

postoperatively. We first reconstructed the preoperative connectivity of the STN with a frontal network of an- 

terior and superior medial cortical regions. We then modelled the postoperative site of subthalamic stimulation 

and reconstructed the connectivity of the stimulation field within this same network. We found that, at both 

pre- and postoperative intervals, inter-individual variability in inhibition and initiation were strongly associated 

with structural network connectivity. Measures of subcortical atrophy and local stimulation effects did not play 

a significant role. Preoperatively, we replicated prior work, including a role for the right inferior frontal gyrus in 

inhibition and strategy use, as well as the left inferior frontal gyrus in tasks requiring selection under conditions 

of maintained inhibition. Postoperatively, greater connectivity of the stimulation field with right anterior corti- 

cal regions was associated with greater rule violations and suppression errors, supporting prior work implicating 

right-hemispheric STN stimulation in disinhibition. Our findings suggest that, in Parkinson’s disease, connectivity 

of the frontal cortex with the STN is an important mediator of individual variability in initiation and inhibition,. 

Personalised information on brain network architecture could guide individualised brain circuit manipulation to 

minimise neuropsychological disruption after STN-DBS. 
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. Introduction 

.1. Deep brain stimulation as a tool to understand brain function 

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a method of brain manipulation that

nables targeted, focal modulation of brain activity in close proximity

o the stimulating electrode. As well as these local stimulation effects,
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BS can also modulate activity in distant brain regions that are anatom-

cally connected to the surgical target. Beneficial and adverse effects of

BS can be related to stimulation at both the focal and distal, network

evel. Importantly, DBS can be a tool that illuminates the mechanistic

ole of these brain regions and networks in health and disease. Care-

ul measurement of longitudinal changes in behavioural or symptom

rofiles arising after DBS can be related to the site and distribution of
er 2020 
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timulation in order to characterise brain circuit dysfunction. Parkin-

on’s disease is a neurodegenerative disorder in which DBS is established

s an advanced treatment for motor symptoms and in which network

ffects associated with clinical effectiveness have previously been delin-

ated ( Accolla et al., 2016 ; Vanegas-Arroyave et al., 2016 ; Akram et al.,

017 ; Horn et al., 2017 ; Chen et al., 2018 ). Notably, Parkinson’s disease

s also a model neuropsychiatric disorder ( Weintraub and Burn, 2011 ),

lthough the anatomical determinants of non-motor symptoms have re-

eived much less attention. In this study, we investigate a group of regu-

atory or ‘ executive ’ cognitive functions that are affected by neurodegen-

ration in Parkinson’s disease and may also be disrupted by DBS of the

ubthalamic nucleus (STN), the most common surgical target for DBS in

his disorder. We employ high-resolution diffusion magnetic resonance

maging (dMRI) to model the distribution of white matter tracts in the

rain and examine connections of the surgical target site that mediate

etwork-wide effects of DBS. We also examine whether changes in ex-

cutive functioning are also related to local stimulation effects within

he STN and subcortical grey matter neurodegeneration. 

.2. Initiation, inhibition and strategy use in Parkinson’s disease 

Initiation and inhibition are executive functions supported by the

rontal cortex ( Fuster, 2015 ). An adaptive agent balances these pro-

esses, such that stimulus-response associations rapidly generate be-

aviour when appropriate, but automatic responses are supressed when

lternative actions with greater value are available. In Parkinson’s dis-

ase, problems with the initiation of action give rise to cardinal mo-

or symptoms such as rigidity and bradykinesia. In the non-motor do-

ain, initiation deficits are associated with apathy, a cognitive and emo-

ional syndrome characterised by diminished goal-directed behaviour

nd diminished interest ( Starkstein et al . , 1992 ; Starkstein and Brock-

an, 2011 ). However, persons with Parkinson’s disease may also have

roblems with inhibition ( Gauggel et al . , 2004 ; Kobayakawa et al., 2008 ;

beso et al . , 2011 ; Nombela et al., 2014 ), manifest as the inability to

ithhold an action, independent of the known effects of dopaminergic

eplacement medication on compulsive choice ( Antonelli et al., 2014 ).

patially-extensive white matter pathology in fronto-striatal circuits is

resent in the early clinical stages of Parkinson’s disease and may un-

erlie these distributed cognitive deficits ( Rae et al., 2012 ). 

Previous work testing clinical participants with lesions of the pre-

rontal cortex has identified specific anatomical substrates of these

rocesses ( Aron et al., 2004b ). Initiation can be measured using the

onstruct of energization, the attentional process that underpins the

nitiation and maintenance of a verbal response ( Barker et al., 2018 ).

imed word fluency tasks are commonly used to assess energization,

uring which responses must be initiated and maintained after a start-

ng cue. If the process of energization is defective, responding slows

ver time, akin to ‘ running out of steam ’ ( Robinson et al., 2015b ). En-

rgization impairments are associated with damage to the anterior and

uperior medial frontal lobes including the anterior cingulate cortex and

re-supplementary motor cortices ( Alexander et al . , 2005 ; Stuss et al . ,

005 ; Picton et al., 2007 ; Shallice et al., 2007 , 2008 ). In Parkinson’s dis-

ase, dopaminergic depletion may also impair energization resulting in

 quantitative reduction in effortful activity ( McAuley, 2003 ). Deficits in

erbal fluency have been reported from the early stages of Parkinson’s

isease ( Lees and Smith, 1983 ). 

Energization is also implicated in the production of spontaneous,

arrative speech, during which the addition of each new piece of seman-

ic or conceptual information demands re-recruitment of attentional pro-

esses. Energization deficits lead to delayed initiation and longer pauses

n persons with Parkinson’s disease, which have also been associated

ith grey matter atrophy in ventromedial prefrontal regions ( Ash et al.,

012 ). 

Initiation interacts synergistically with inhibition to facilitate ef-

cient performance in language tasks. Effective inhibition allows for

he rapid selection of one response when multiple competing verbal
esponses are linked to the same cue. Competition-induced conflict im-

airs sentence generation in individuals with lesions of the left inferior

rontal gyrus ( Robinson et al., 2010 ) and this effect is most marked for

honemic over semantic verbal fluency ( Robinson et al., 2012 ). This

s consistent with the role of the inferior frontal gyrus in an inhibitory

refrontal network comprising the supplementary motor area and the

ubthalamic nucleus ( Aron et al., 2007 ). 

The Hayling sentence completion test ( Burgess et al., 1997 ) assesses

erbal initiation and inhibition in the same task. In section one (the

nitiation condition), the examiner delivers fifteen sentences with the

ast word missing. Participants must complete the sentence with a word

hat is meaningful, as quickly as possible (e.g. the captain stayed with the

inking… ship ). In section two (the suppression condition), the examiner

elivers fifteen further sentences. Participants must now insert a word

hat is not semantically related to any natural completion (e.g. the whole

own came to hear the Mayor … banana ), whilst also responding as quickly

s possible. Participants are penalised for completing the sentence with

learly related words such as ‘ speak ’, or ‘ talk ’ (referred to as category

 errors), as well as with words that are only partially connected such

s ‘ explode ’ (referred to as category B errors). Successful performance

n the Hayling test thus requires the inhibition of prepotent responses

n section two, after initiating their rapid production in section one. An

dditional skill that may be recruited for successful performance is the

bility to generate and implement a strategy, in order to rapidly select

nconnected words in section two (e.g. items from a category such as

ruit: ‘ banana ’, ‘ orange ’, ‘ apple ’ or items visible in the examination room:

 desk ’, ‘ chair ’, ‘ pen ’). 

In persons with frontal brain lesions, the pattern of deficits observed

n the Hayling test suggests distinct cortical regions associated with

hese different aspects of Hayling performance. Slowed performance

uring the straightforward initiation condition is associated with right

entromedial prefrontal lesions, slowed performance in the suppression

ondition with lesions of the right inferior frontal gyrus, and suppres-

ion errors with lesions of the right orbitofrontal cortex ( Volle et al . ,

012 ). In a subsequent study, lesions of the right inferior frontal gyrus

ere also associated with a higher number of (semantically-related) cat-

gory B errors and fewer correct responses that derived from a strat-

gy ( Robinson et al., 2015a ). In hierarchical terms, it is hypothesised

hat this failure to implement a strategy leads to longer thinking times

n the suppression condition and difficulty inhibiting incorrect prepo-

ent responses. Again, the role of the inferior frontal gyrus suggests re-

ruitment of the aforementioned inhibitory ‘ stopping ’ network in this

ask ( Aron, 2011 ). These findings have been supported amongst per-

ons with Parkinson’s disease, who make more category A and B errors

han controls on this task ( Obeso et al., 2011 ) and in whom suppression

rrors are associated with grey matter atrophy in medial orbitofrontal

ortex, right lateral orbitofrontal cortex and right inferior frontal gyrus

 O’Callaghan et al., 2013a ). 

The excluded letter fluency (ELF) task is a further method of assess-

ng both verbal initiation and suppression. Participants are given three

rials of ninety seconds to produce as many words as possible that do not

ontain a specified vowel. Words must be longer than three letters, must

ot be proper nouns and must not be derivations of the same stem (e.g.

 drive ’, ‘ driver ’, ‘ driving ’). The ELF yields an overall correct score and a

ule violation score (i.e. words containing the excluded letter and those

reaking the additional aforementioned constraints). In Parkinson’s dis-

ase, rule violations are associated with grey matter atrophy in medial

rbitofrontal cortex and left inferior frontal gyrus ( O’Callaghan et al.,

013b ). 

.3. The subthalamic nucleus, Parkinson’s disease and deep brain 

timulation 

The subthalamic nucleus (STN) is a subcortical, glutamatergic, ex-

itatory, relay nucleus that increases the inhibitory drive of the basal

anglia and suppresses action. It is of central relevance to initiation and
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nhibition in healthy populations ( Rae et al., 2015 ), as well as the patho-

hysiology of Parkinson’s disease. In Parkinson’s disease, STN neurons

isplay abnormal patterns of burst firing as a consequence of dopamin-

rgic denervation ( Vila et al., 2000 ) and low-frequency synchronisa-

ion of local field potentials with cortical regions ( Brown et al., 2001 ;

usebio et al., 2009 ). Interruption of these synchronous oscillations with

ubthalamic deep brain stimulation (STN-DBS) is an established treat-

ent for the motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease ( Eusebio et al.,

011 ; Shimamoto et al., 2013 ). Through interrupting a pathological el-

vation in inhibitory outflow from the basal ganglia, STN-DBS reduces

remor, rigidity and bradykinesia, improves quality of life and permits

eduction or cessation of dopaminergic therapies ( Krack et al., 2003 ;

illiams et al., 2010 ; Schuepbach et al., 2013 ). 

The effects of STN-DBS on non-motor aspects of initiation and inhibi-

ion are, however, variable and may be modulated by differential effects

f stimulation on the fronto-striatal networks supporting these cognitive

rocesses. The STN is a small nucleus and receives many overlapping

irect cortical projections from the frontal lobe, forming a ‘ hyperdirec t’

athway through which the cerebral cortex can access the basal gan-

lia output nuclei directly, bypassing the striatum ( Nambu et al., 2000 ).

hese cortico-STN afferents display a ventromedial to dorsolateral to-

ography, parcellating the STN into an affective component in the ven-

romedial tip, a cognitive-associative STN in the medial aspect and a

otor component in the posterior and lateral region ( Lambert et al.,

012 ; Haynes and Haber, 2013 ; Accolla et al., 2014 ; Ewert et al., 2018 ).

ispersion of the stimulation field from a DBS electrode, even one accu-

ately placed in the motor subregion, can modulate non-motor circuits

ediating cognition rather than movement. Therefore, disrupting the in-

ibitory role of the STN in these domains with DBS may have unwanted

ognitive and affective effects. 

Consequently, STN-DBS has been linked to impulsivity, the patho-

hysiology of which may lie in the function of the STN as a ‘ stopping ’

ode in the cognitive as well as the motor domain ( Jahanshahi et al . ,

015 ; Mosley and Marsh, 2015 ). In computational terms, physiologi-

al STN firing delays decision-making, allowing time for evidence ac-

umulation and the formulation of an appropriate behavioural strat-

gy ( Doll and Frank, 2009 ). Accordingly, overriding this function with

BS unmasks impulsive and error-prone responding ( Frank et al., 2007 ;

avanagh et al., 2011 ). Following STN-DBS, persons with Parkinson’s

isease execute erroneous actions ( Hershey et al . , 2004 ) and take longer

o cancel an action ( Obeso et al., 2013 ), suggesting an impairment in

ction restraint. Recent work suggests that these non-motor side effects

epend upon the local distribution of the stimulation field within the

TN, with stimulation of the cognitive-associative STN subregion asso-

iated with postoperative disinhibition ( Mosley et al., 2018b ). However,

pread of stimulation into associative and limbic subregions may not be

he only mediators of adverse neuropsychiatric side effects, which may

lso include modulation of white matter tracts traversing adjacent to

he nucleus, such as the medial forebrain bundle ( Coenen et al., 2009 ,

012 ). 

As regards initiation, performance in both semantic and phonemic

erbal fluency may worsen after subthalamic DBS ( Parsons et al., 2006 ;

itt et al . , 2008 ; Combs et al . , 2015 ). This postoperative impairment

ay relate to surgery-independent factors such as ageing and the pro-

ression of neurodegeneration ( Daniels et al., 2010 ), postoperative re-

uction of dopaminergic therapies unmasking apathy ( Thobois et al . ,

010 ), or to penetration of the caudate nucleus during lead implanta-

ion and stimulation outside of the optimal motor subregion of the STN

 Witt et al., 2013 ). 

.4. Initiation, inhibition and the structural connectivity of prefrontal 

etworks 

The anatomical correlates of cognitive dysfunction in Parkinson’s

isease can be assessed using the regional distribution of atrophy in

ortical and subcortical areas. However, techniques such as voxel-based
orphometry yield discrepant findings ( Camicioli et al., 2009 ; Lee et al.,

010 ; Nishio et al . , 2010 ; Song et al., 2011 ) and may suffer method-

logical limitations including a reduced sensitivity to spatially com-

lex and subtle findings ( Davatzikos, 2004 ). Diffusion MRI (dMRI) is

 neuroimaging technique that may be best suited to characterising the

natomical underpinnings of cognitive changes driven by neurodegen-

ration, as well as the distributed effects of targeted stimulation within

ubcortical structures. It models the architecture of white matter tracts

n the brain ( Jbabdi et al., 2015 ), and has previously been employed

o model dimensional variations in impulsivity in Parkinson’s disease

 Mosley et al . , 2019 ). 

In this study, we investigate the variability in initiation and inhi-

ition in a cohort of participants undertaking STN-DBS for Parkinson’s

isease. Using high-resolution preoperative diffusion MRI data, we re-

onstruct the connectivity of a prefrontal network centred upon the STN

s a hub. Using a multivariate statistical path-modelling technique, we

haracterise the contribution of particular cortical regions within this

etwork to different behavioural aspects of initiation and inhibition. Af-

er STN-DBS, we reconstruct the distribution of subthalamic stimulation

nd model the network-wide effects of DBS, using a simulated volume of

ctivated subthalamic tissue as the hub of this network. We then iden-

ify white matter tracts associated with postoperative variability in these

xecutive functions. These non-motor associations complement the ex-

sting literature delineating motor networks associated with clinically-

ffective STN-DBS ( Accolla et al., 2016 ; Vanegas-Arroyave et al., 2016 ;

kram et al . , 2017 ; Horn et al . , 2017 ; Chen et al., 2018 ). Furthermore,

e model regional stimulation effects within the STN, allowing us to de-

ineate the contributions of distant connectivity versus local stimulation

ffects in the aetiology of these findings. Finally, we assess whether post-

perative variability in initiation and inhibition is related to network

tructure at baseline, and whether neural ‘ disease progression ’ (manifest

ith a specific subcortical pattern of atrophy observed in individuals

ith Parkinson’s disease) affects these outcomes ( Zeighami et al . , 2015 ;

au et al . , 2018 ). 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Participants 

Prior to the commencement of data collection, the full protocol was

pproved by the Human Research Ethics Committees of the Royal Bris-

ane & Women’s Hospital, the University of Queensland, the QIMR

erghofer Medical Research Institute and UnitingCare Health. All par-

icipants gave written, informed consent to participate in the study. 

Consecutive recruitment occurred at the Asia-Pacific Centre for Neu-

omodulation in Brisbane, Australia in 2018 at the time of assessment

or subthalamic deep brain stimulation. All participants met the UK

rain Bank criteria for Parkinson’s disease ( Hughes et al., 1992 ). All

articipants were at Hoehn and Yahr stage 2 or greater ( Hoehn and

ahr, 1967 ) with motor fluctuations or other motor complications re-

ated to dopaminergic therapy. One participant had a levodopa-resistant

remor. Candidates meeting the Movement Disorder Society criteria for

ementia were excluded ( Emre et al., 2007 ). The disease subtype was

stablished based on an analysis of the dominant symptoms elicited dur-

ng the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) Part III Motor

xamination, as described in Spiegel et al. (2007) . In this investigation,

ssessments took place prior to DBS (‘ on ’ medication) and six months

ostoperatively (‘ on ’ stimulation). 

.2. Neuropsychological assessment 

.2.1. Verbal fluency 

Participants completed phonemic (letter) and semantic (category)

ord fluency tasks for one minute each. In the phonemic fluency task,

articipants generated as many words as possible (excepting proper

ouns and numbers) beginning with F, A and S and the total number of
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orrect responses for each letter was summed. In the semantic fluency

ask, participants were asked to name as many animals as possible. 

.2.2. Spontaneous speech 

Two tasks designed to elicit connected speech were administered –

 picture-elicited narrative and a self-generated narrative. The picto-

ial scene was the Beach Scene from the Queen Square Screening Test

or Cognitive Deficits ( Warrington, 2010 ). Participants were given one

inute to ‘ describe what is happening in this picture’ and the total number

f words generated was summed. In the self-generated narrative task,

articipants were given one minute to describe their favourite holiday.

peech samples were digitally recorded and transcribed to include all

ords, sounds and repeats. Non-words (e.g. ‘ um ’), habitual starters (e.g.

 let’s see’ ), questions to the examiner (e.g. ‘ is that enough ?’) and comments

n the task (e.g. ‘ this is hard’ ) were not counted in the total number of

ords. 

.2.3. Energization 

The total number of words generated on the verbal fluency and spon-

aneous speech tasks were separated into the number generated in the

rst fifteen and the last forty-five seconds. An energization ratio was cal-

ulated as the number of words produced in the last forty-five seconds

s a proportion of the total in sixty seconds. 

.2.4. Hayling test 

Performance on the Hayling test yielded scaled scores based on the

esponse time to produce a meaningful word in section one (initiation

esponse time) or a word that was not semantically connected in section

wo (suppression response time), as well as an overall scaled score based

n a combination of response times and suppression errors. Scaled scores

anged from one to ten, corresponding with normative percentiles: 1 = <

st percentile; 10 = > 99th percentile. Suppression errors in section two

ere distinguished by category A (clearly connected) and B (somewhat

onnected) responses. Category B responses included those connected

y their semantic relationship to the expected response (e.g. the dough

as put in the hot... freezer ), to the sentence (e.g. the dough was put in the

ot… bread ) or by their bizarre or socially inappropriate relationship to

he sentence (e.g. the whole town came to hear the major… cry ). Hayling

 and B errors were summed (with category A errors weighted more

eavily) to return a global error score (each A error is worth 3 points

nd each B error is worth 1 point). Three measures were employed to

ssess for the use of a strategy. Firstly, correct (nonsense) responses in

ection two (termed category C responses) were categorised according

o whether or not the participant used an obvious strategy, including

he use of items visible within the testing room (e.g. the dough was put in

he hot… desk ) and items semantically connected to previous responses

e.g. the dough was put in the hot… apple ; previous response: orange ).

econdly, a ratio for category A suppression errors related errors on the

ast ten items of section two against errors on all fifteen items, under the

ssumption that participants with a strategy would make fewer A errors

fter the first five trials. Finally, the difference between the raw response

imes (suppression – initiation) was calculated to provide an additional

etric of strategic efficiency, under the hypothesis that the lack of a

onsistent strategy would lead to longer response times in section two

f the task. 

.2.5. Excluded letter fluency 

Participants were given three trials of ninety seconds each to pro-

uce as many words as possible that did not contain a specified letter:

 A ’, ‘ E ’ and ‘ I ’. Additional rules were that words must be longer than

hree letters, must not be proper nouns and must not be derivations of

he same word stem. Participants were given examples of inappropriate

ords and were asked to generate words without the letter ‘ S ’ as a prac-

ice. Participants were reminded of the rules in between each trial. An

verall total correct score was recorded, as well as the number of rule

iolations. 
.3. Image acquisition 

A preoperative T1-weighted MPRAGE, a T2-weighted FLAIR se-

uence and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) were obtained using

 3T Siemens Prisma and a 64-channel head coil. Briefly, the ac-

uisition parameters were as follows: T1 , 1 mm 

3 voxel-resolution,

R = 2000 ms, TE = 2.38 ms, flip angle = 9°, matrix size = 256 × 256,

OV = 256 × 256 × 192; T2 , 1 × 1 × 2 mm voxel-resolution, TR = 9500

s, TE = 122.0 ms, flip angle = 120°, matrix size = 256 × 256,

OV = 256 × 256 × 70; DWI, 90 directions, b -value = 3000s/mm 

2 , voxel

ize = 1.7 mm 

3 isotropic. Twelve non-diffusion-weighted images ( b 0)

ere interleaved throughout this main diffusion sequence, while an ad-

itional sequence of 8 b 0 images were also collected with the opposite

hase-encoding (posterior-anterior) direction. Postoperative CT images

or all participants were acquired on a Siemens Intevo, with a resolution

f 0.5 mm 

3 . 

The DWI data were pre-processed with MRtrix3 ( https://github.

om/MRtrix3/mrtrix3 ), using an in-house preprocessing pipeline ( https:

/github.com/breakspear/diffusion-pipeline ). Preprocessing steps in-

luded denoising ( Veraart et al . , 2016 ), correction for motion, suscepti-

ility, and eddy-current induced distortions ( Andersson and Sotiropou-

os, 2016 ) and bias-intensity correction ( Zhang et al., 2001 ; Smith et al.,

004 ). Full details on DWI acquisition, preprocessing and fibre recon-

truction are provided in Supplementary Information: Methods and Sup-

lementary Fig. 1) and have been previously published ( Mosley et al.,

019 ). 

.4. Tractography & apparent fibre density 

Using the preoperative DWI data, constrained spherical deconvolu-

ion (CSD) ( Tournier et al., 2004 , 2007 ; Jeurissen et al., 2014 ) was per-

ormed in each participant after group-average intensity normalization

 Raffelt et al., 2012 ), furnishing voxel-wise estimates of fibre orienta-

ion distribution functions (fODF). Using the STN as a seed, fibre tracts

o target regions were reconstructed with the probabilistic streamline

lgorithm iFOD2 ( Tournier et al., 2010 ). Estimates of structural connec-

ivity between each seed and target region were derived from the appar-

nt fibre density (AFD) representing the underlying intra-axonal volume

 Raffelt et al., 2012 ) . For each pathway of interest, the AFD was calcu-

ated by summing the fODF lobe integrals, approximating the total fibre

olume, then dividing by the mean streamline length. 

.5. Preoperative network connectivity 

The influence of prefrontal structural connectivity on initiation and

nhibition prior to DBS was evaluated using a frontal network pre-

iously employed to investigate impulsivity and gambling behaviour

 Mosley et al., 2019 ), and comprising cortical regions previously shown

o be implicated in these neuropsychological functions ( Fig. 1 A). Corti-

al targets were derived from a subdivision of the cortex based on multi-

odal MRI data ( Glasser et al., 2016 ). These included areas 10r and 10v

ventromedial prefrontal cortex - vmPFC), OFC and pOFC (orbitofrontal

ortex - OFC), a24 and p24 (anterior cingulate cortex - ACC), 45 and 47l

inferior frontal gyrus - IFG), 6ma and 6mp (pre-supplementary motor

rea - SMA). The STN served as the seed within this tractography net-

ork, derived from Ewert et al. (2018) . Using Advanced Normalization

ools (ANTs) ( Avants et al., 2008 ), all parcellations were non-linearly

ransformed into native diffusion space via the skull-stripped anatomical

mage. 

.6. Surgery & stimulation titration 

After the STN was manually identified on FLAIR imaging, bilateral

mplantation of Medtronic 3389, Boston Vercise or Abbott 6172 direc-

ional electrodes took place in a single-stage procedure using a Leksell

tereotactic apparatus. Intraoperative microelectrode recordings (MER)

https://github.com/MRtrix3/mrtrix3
https://github.com/breakspear/diffusion-pipeline
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Fig. 1. Brain network reconstruction. 

A: Nodes and edges of the frontal network connecting the STN with ACC, IFG, OFC, SMA and vmPFC. Network models were visualised with the BrainNet Viewer 

( Xia et al., 2013 ). B: Subthalamic electrodes were identified on postoperative imaging and electrodes were localised in ICBM 2009b nonlinear asymmetric space 

using the Lead-DBS toolbox. Stimulation volumes (red) were estimated for each participant based on individual stimulation parameters. The local distribution of the 

stimulation field within affective (yellow), cognitive-associative (blue) and motor (brown) subregions of the STN ( Ewert et al., 2018 ) was estimated. C: Postoperatively, 

the subthalamic VAT replaced the STN as the hub of the frontal network and the structural connectivity of the VAT within the network was calculated as in Mosley et al . 

(2020) . In this figure, streamlines are overlaid on a single-subject 7-Tesla MRI at 100 micron resolution ( Edlow et al., 2019 ). D: Atrophy scores were calculated for 

each participant using disease based morphometry, with reference to an intrinsic brain network comprising subcortical and brainstem regions that is atrophic in 

early Parkinson’s disease ( Zeighami et al., 2015 ). 

ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, SMA = pre-supplementary motor area, STN = subthalamic nucleus, 

vmPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex, VAT = volume of activated tissue. 
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ere employed to identify the boundaries of the STN and intraopera-

ive test stimulation was performed. Postoperative lead placement was

onfirmed with CT imaging. Subthalamic stimulation was commenced

mmediately with the initial choice of contact based upon MER signals.

fter discharge, participants returned to the clinic at set intervals for fur-

her titration of stimulation (including changes in stimulating contact)

ntil motor symptoms were satisfactorily treated without adverse ef-

ects. Dopaminergic medication was reduced or ceased postoperatively,

ith dose of remaining treatment converted to a levodopa-equivalent

aily dose (LEDD) value ( Evans et al., 2004 ). All participants had ob-

ained stable stimulation settings at six months postoperatively and no

articipants manifested any clinically-significant psychiatric symptoms

s a result of stimulation. 

.7. Electrode localisation & volume of tissue activation 

DBS electrodes were localized using the Lead-DBS toolbox ( Horn and

uhn, 2015 ; Horn et al., 2019 ) ( https://github.com/netstim/leaddbs/

ree/develop ). Preoperative structural acquisitions were co-registered

ith postoperative CT imaging and then normalized into common

CBM 2009b nonlinear asymmetric space using the SyN approach im-

lemented in ANTs ( Avants et al., 2008 ). Electrode trajectories were
econstructed after correcting for brainshift in postoperative acquisi-

ions by applying a refined affine transform in a subcortical area of

nterest calculated pre- and postoperatively. Rotation of directional

lectrodes was determined based on visualization of the artefact cre-

ted by the orientation marker and directional electrode segments

 Hellerbach et al., 2018 ). For each electrode, a volume of activated tis-

ue (VAT) was estimated using a volume conductor model of the DBS

lectrode and surrounding tissue, based on each participant’s individu-

lised stimulation settings and a finite element method to derive the gra-

ient of the potential distribution ( Horn et al., 2019 ). In Australia, MR

maging is contraindicated with DBS electrodes in situ and therefore the

imulated VAT was applied to the structural connectivity data acquired

reoperatively. 

.8. Postoperative network connectivity & local subthalamic stimulation 

The distributed influence of the subthalamic site of stimulation on

tructural networks pertaining to initiation and inhibition was evaluated

sing the same preoperative frontal networks, but now with the STN re-

laced by the subthalamic VAT as the hub of each network ( Fig. 1 B and

lso described in Mosley et al. (2020) ). The purpose of this step was to

pecifically identify those subthalamic-prefrontal connections that were

https://github.com/netstim/leaddbs/tree/develop
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ncorporated in the stimulation field (and hence were stimulated by the

mplanted electrodes), so that the direct influence of stimulation on post-

perative behaviour could be quantified. Notably, this could include

onnections from within the subthalamic nucleus but also from adja-

ent fibre tracts encompassed by a stimulation field extending outside

f the boundaries of the nucleus. Both types of connections could be im-

ortant in the genesis of postoperative variability in executive function.

n order to contrast the role of distal, structural connectivity (STN and

eri-STN) with focal stimulation within the STN, we also modelled the

istribution of the subthalamic stimulation field within STN subregions.

he overlap of the stimulation field within the STN was estimated with

eference to a multimodal parcellation of the STN into limbic, associative

nd motor subregions ( Ewert et al., 2018 ), as in ( Mosley et al., 2018b )

 Fig. 1 C). For both hemispheres, the extent of each subregion volume oc-

upied by each participant’s simulated VAT was calculated (for pipeline

ee https://github.com/AlistairPerry/DBSVATstats ). 

.9. Disease-based morphometry & assessment of disease progression 

Previous work has identified an intrinsic brain network compris-

ng subcortical and brainstem regions that is atrophic in early Parkin-

on’s disease ( Zeighami et al., 2015 ). Neurodegeneration may spread

rom this ‘ disease reservoir ’ network to affect strongly connected cor-

ical regions, including bilateral frontal lobes ( Yau et al., 2018 ).

his network (obtained from https://neurovault.org/images/12551 )

as resampled into MNI 2009c nonlinear space and masked to in-

luded only grey matter populations ( Fig. 1 D). Each participant’s skull-

tripped image was nonlinearly co-registered with the MNI PD25 atlas

 http://nist.mni.mcgill.ca ) and the resulting deformation warps were

sed to calculate the voxel-wise local volumetric change (the Jacobian

eterminant). Mean deformation values within the atrophic network

ere calculated after smoothing with a 2 mm Gaussian kernel to yield

n atrophy score (for pipeline see https://github.com/AlistairPerry/

Ddiffusion ). 

.10. Data analysis 

Where univariate statistical testing was employed, results were cor-

ected for multiple comparisons using the Benjamini and Hochberg

ethod ( 1995 ), with q = 0.05. 

.10.1. Principal components analysis 

Principal components analysis (PCA) was first performed on the neu-

opsychological test scores in order to identify principal modes of vari-

tion amongst initiation, inhibition and strategy use. This reduced the

imensionality of the data set, given the potential for redundancy in

he assessment of these constructs. In addition, dimension reduction en-

ured the following statistical analysis was well posed, given the rela-

ively large number of measures and the modest number of participants.

mongst Hayling items assessing strategy use, the total number of strate-

ic category C responses was inverted to maintain a consistent valence

ith the category A error ratio and the suppression–initiation response

ime difference. Components of the PCA with eigenvalues greater or

qual to one were retained for further analysis. 

.10.2. Partial least squares path modelling 

Partial least squares path modelling (PLS-PM) was employed to

epresent the multivariate relationships between connectivity, atro-

hy, subthalamic stimulation and behavioural measures ( McIntosh and

obaugh, 2004 ; Shaw et al., 2016 ). PLS-PM is a form of structural equa-

ion modelling in which linear associations between multivariate data

ets can be estimated. Each model specifies the linear weighting of one

et of variables that best co-varies with a linear weighting of another.

n this investigation, we were interested in how brain structure (con-

ectivity) affected executive functioning (behaviour) and whether this
as also influenced by age, duration of disease, dopaminergic medi-

ation, a subcortical measure of disease progression and postoperative

ocal stimulation effects within the STN. A connectivity variable within

he path model was constructed from the AFD of each white matter

ract in the frontal network and the individual contribution of each tract

o the connectivity variable was quantified by a ‘ weight ’ (linear coeffi-

ient). Behavioural variables were formed from each dimension of the

CA. The relationship between the connectivity and behavioural vari-

bles was quantified in the path model by a path coefficient and tested

or statistical significance using bootstrapping, in which the data set

as repeatedly sampled with replacement to create 10,000 indepen-

ent bootstrapped data sets. Age, years since diagnosis of Parkinson’s

isease, LEDD (calculated both pre- and postoperatively), and the sub-

ortical atrophy score were entered as co-variates. As dopamine agonist

edication may have more impact upon executive functioning than lev-

dopa, the equivalent agonist-only dose was additionally included. The

nteraction (or moderating) effect of subcortical atrophy on connectiv-

ty was also modelled. For all postoperative models, a local subthalamic

timulation variable was created as a weighted mixture of the overlap

f each stimulation field within each subthalamic subregion. A depic-

ion of these models is provided in Supplementary Fig. 2 and further

nformation on PLS path modelling is provided in Supplementary In-

ormation: Methods). In order to identify the contribution of each tract

o individual variability in the construct under examination, individual

eights from the connectivity variable are reported, as well as the R 

2 

alue prior to bootstrapping, which was used as the summary metric of

verall model fit. 

.10.3. Atrophy scores and cross-lagged modelling 

Two methods were used to evaluate whether postoperative variabil-

ty in initiation and inhibition, in addition to being influenced by the site

nd connectivity of subthalamic stimulation, was also associated with

re-existing morphological changes related to neurodegeneration and

tructural connectivity at baseline. Firstly, the individual atrophy scores

erived from disease-based morphometry were entered into the postop-

rative PLS-PM model as a unique anatomical variable. Secondly, the

onnectivity of fronto-subthalamic tracts that were highly-weighted in

he postoperative model (i.e. fibres passing through the simulated sub-

halamic VAT) were entered into a cross-lagged panel model, in order

o evaluate whether structural connectivity of these tracts at baseline

nfluenced behaviour postoperatively (Supplementary Fig. 3 and Sup-

lementary Information: Methods). 

These latent change score models assess longitudinal associations

etween two or more repeatedly sampled measures of brain and be-

aviour ( Kievit et al., 2018 ; Muetzel et al., 2018 ; Lin et al., 2019 ).

hey quantify cross-domain coupling, capturing the extent to which

hange ( ∆) in one domain (initiation and inhibition) reflects the base-

ine level in the other (connectivity) and vice versa. Here, a bivari-

te cross-lagged model described four brain-behaviour relations of in-

erest. These comprised: connectivity-behaviour covariance at base-

ine ( Connectivity t 1 ~ Behaviour t 1 ), connectivity to behaviour cou-

ling ( Connectivity t 1 → ΔBehaviour ), behaviour to connectivity cou-

ling ( Behaviour t 1 → ΔConnectivity ) and an estimate of correlated

hange in connectivity and behaviour ( ΔConnectivity ~ ΔBehaviour ) af-

er taking into account the coupling pathways. Change in connectivity

 ΔConnectivity ) was defined as the change in network connectivity after

he subthalamic VAT was added as a seed for probabilistic tractography.

n the context of the present investigation, we were mainly interested in

he ability of pre-DBS network connectivity to predict cognitive change

rom pre- to post-DBS ( Connectivity t 1 → ΔBehaviour ). Model fit met-

ics comprised the Comparative Fit Index (CFI - the degree to which

he proposed model better fits the data than one that assumes no cor-

elations amongst latent variables) and the Root Mean Square Error of

pproximation (RMSEA – a measure of the deviation between observed

ovariance and that predicted by the model). Further details of these

ethods have previously been published ( Mosley et al., 2020 ). 

https://github.com/AlistairPerry/DBSVATstats
https://neurovault.org/images/12551
http://nist.mni.mcgill.ca
https://github.com/AlistairPerry/PDdiffusion
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Fig. 2. Subthalamic stimulation. 

Volumes of activated tissue (VATs) for each participant in each hemisphere were 

concatenated and thresholded to identify the highest frequency of overlapping 

voxels (the top 25 % are shown here). The VATs overlapped most substantially 

with the dorsolateral aspects of the STN in both hemispheres but included the 

medial / inferior aspects of the nucleus with considerable dispersion of charge 

outside of the STN borders. The subthalamic atlas ( Ewert et al., 2018 ) is over- 

laid on a 7 Tesla MRI ex-vivo brain image ( Edlow et al., 2019 ). Within each STN 

affective = yellow, associative = blue and motor = maroon subregions. Top = ax- 

ial and bottom = coronal visualisations of stimulation across the whole cohort 

(red) with one subthalamic electrode shown for reference purposes. 
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.11. Data availability 

Data analysis was performed in the R software environment (R Core

eam, 2014), using the packages FactoMineR for PCA (Lê et al., 2008),

lspm for PLS-PM (Sanchez, 2013) and lavaan for cross-lagged models

Rosseel, 2012). Pipelines for diffusion MRI processing, STN subregion

nd atrophy analyses can be obtained from: 

https://github.com/breakspear/diffusion-pipeline . 

https://github.com/AlistairPerry/DBSVATstats . 

https://github.com/AlistairPerry/PDdiffusion . 

A de-identified data set containing neuropsychological data can be

rovided by Dr Philip Mosley (Philip.Mosley@qimrberghofer.edu.au)

n application, subject to institutional review board approval. Local

thics caveats and clinical privacy issues prohibit sharing of individ-

al imaging data but a file containing AFD values can also be requested

rom the lead author. 

. Results 

.1. Participants 

Twenty-five participants were consented and completed all assess-

ents ( Table 1 ). Implanted devices comprised Medtronic 3389 (n = 3),

oston Scientific Vercise ( n = 6) and Abbott 6172 directional electrodes

n = 16). Current steering with directional electrodes was utilised in

ve participants. Stimulation parameters are reported in Supplemen-

ary Table 1. Across all participants, subthalamic VATs in each hemi-

phere were concatenated, with the highest probability of stimulation

ccurring in the dorsolateral aspect of the STN in both hemispheres but

ith some involvement of the medial / inferior border and dispersion

f charge outside of the STN itself ( Fig. 2 ). Summary statistics quanti-

ying STN subregion occupancy by the simulated VAT were calculated

Supplementary Table 2). With regard to motor symptoms, there was no

ignificant difference between preoperative UPDRS ‘ on ’ medication and

ostoperative UPDRS ‘ on ’ stimulation, but levodopa equivalent daily

ose was significantly reduced ( t = 5.61, mean reduction 786.0 mg, cor-

ected p = 9.1 × 10 − 6 ). There was a non-significant trend associating

ears since diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease with subcortical atrophy

 r = 0.38, p = 0.059). 

.2. Cohort-level changes in initiation, inhibition and strategy use 

We evaluated cohort-level changes in these measures six months af-

er subthalamic DBS, at which time participants were stably established

n stimulation ( Table 1 ). 

On the verbal fluency task, there was a significant postoperative re-

uction in phonemic verbal fluency ( t = 3.74, corrected p = 0.030) but no

ignificant group-level differences in semantic verbal fluency ( corrected

 = 0.83) or energization ( corrected p = 0.36). 

On the spontaneous speech task, there were no significant pre-

o postoperative, group-level differences for both the picture descrip-

ion task ( corrected p = 0.68 for true words generated and corrected

 = 0.84 for energization ratio) and the self-generated narrative ( cor-

ected p = 0.84 for words and corrected p = 0.84 for energization). 

On the Hayling test, there was a significant group-level improvement

n performance post-DBS. The overall scaled score increased ( t = -3.36,

orrected p = 0.013) and this was primarily driven by a reduced global

rror score ( t = 3.05, corrected p = 0.013); particularly by fewer cate-

ory B errors ( t = 3.70, corrected p = 0.013). There was a significant

ncrease in category C responses that utilized a strategy ( t = -3.19, cor-

ected p = 0.013), but there was no significant change in the category A

rror ratio, which remained relatively high both pre- and post-DBS, indi-

ating that strategy use reduced subtle errors but did not alter the likeli-

ood of gross suppression failures in this cohort. Additionally, a greater
uppression–initiation response time difference (suggesting strategic in-

fficiency) was correlated with category B errors ( r = 0.52, corrected

 = 0.013), again suggesting that a delayed response caused by the lack

f a clear strategy was more likely to produce a subtle ‘ somewhat con-

ected ’ error rather than a blatant suppression failure. 

On the excluded letter fluency task, there were no significant pre- to

ost-DBS cohort-level differences in the number of correct responses or

he number of rule violations. Interestingly, the number of correct ELF

esponses was significantly correlated with measures of phonemic flu-

ncy ( r = 0.64, corrected p = 0.013) and Hayling suppression response

ime ( r = -0.59, corrected p = 0.013), suggesting that this measure re-

ruited elements of both initiation and inhibition. 

In the Hayling test, the category A error ratio is calculated as the

umber of category A errors in the last ten items relative to the total

umber of category A errors across all fifteen items. In the verbal fluency

ask, the energization ratio is calculated as the number of correct words

enerated in the last forty-five seconds of the task, relative to the full

ixty seconds. In the spontaneous speech task, the energization ratio is

alculated as the number of narrative words generated in the last forty-

ve seconds of the task, relative to the full sixty seconds. 

https://github.com/breakspear/diffusion-pipeline
https://github.com/AlistairPerry/DBSVATstats
https://github.com/AlistairPerry/PDdiffusion
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Table 1 

Demographic and clinical characteristics of PD cohort (n = 25). 

Demographic & Disease-Related Variables 

Total, Percentage 

Categorical Variable Total ( n = 25) Percentage Total 

Gender n % total 

Male 15 60.0 

Female 10 40.0 

Clinical Subtype n % total 

Akinetic-Rigid 8 32.0 

Mixed 13 52.0 

Tremor 4 16.0 

Continuous Variable Mean (SD), Median (Range) 

Age (Years) 62.5 ( ± 10.4), 

65 (38 - 77) 

Hoehn & Yahr Stage 2.5 ( ± 0.3), 

2.5 (2 - 3) 

Years Since Diagnosis 8.0 ( ± 3.0), 

8 (2 - 17) 

Variables Assessed Pre- & Post-DBS 

Mean (SD), Median (Range) 

Motor Outcomes Pre-DBS Post-DBS Pre- vs. Post-DBS † 

Levodopa Equiv. Daily Dose 1148.0 ( ± 653.3), 

1015 (0 - 3300) 

362.1 ( ± 278.2), 

300 (0 - 1175) 

t = 5.61 

corr. p = 9.1 × 10 − 6 ∗∗∗ 

Dopamine Agonist Equiv. Daily Dose 88.2 ( ± 108.1), 

37.5 (0 - 375) 

60.5 ( ± 75.3), 

37.5 (0 - 225) 

t = 1.72 

corr. p = 0.23 

UPDRS Part III Motor 44.6 ( ± 14.7), 

45 (21 - 70) 

40.5 ( ± 13.0), 

41 (19 - 70) 

t = 1.22 

corr. p = 0.23 

Verbal Fluency Pre-DBS Post-DBS Pre- vs. Post-DBS † 

Phonemic Fluency (FAS) 57.2 ( ± 15.5), 

54 (30 - 108) 

48.6 ( ± 14.7), 

48 (20 - 82) 

t = 3.74 

corr. p = 0.030 ∗ 

Semantic Fluency (Animals) 23.1 ( ± 7.6), 

22 (6 - 46) 

22.8 ( ± 6.6), 

21 (12 - 39) 

t = 0.22 

corr. p = 0.83 

Energization Ratio (Phonemic Fluency) 0.62 ( ± 0.05), 

0.62 (0.53 - 0.71) 

0.61 ( ± 0.08), 

0.62 0.4 - 0.74) 

t = 1.21 

corr. p = 0.36 

Spontaneous Speech Pre-DBS Post-DBS Pre- vs. Post-DBS † 

Picture Description Total Words 116.1 ( ± 32.5), 

114 (48 - 180) 

125.4 ( ± 41.2), 

117 (60 - 229) 

t = -1.40 

corr. p = 0.68 

Picture Description Energization Ratio 66.5 ( ± 6.7), 

68.9 (51.6 – 76.6) 

67.0 ( ± 13.1), 

67.0 (28.3 - 88.7) 

t = -0.21 

corr. p = 0.84 

Self-Generated Narrative Total Words 133.0 ( ± 31.0), 

130 (72 - 206) 

134.6 ( ± 36.2), 

127 (67 - 233) 

t = -0.32 

corr. p = 0.84 

Self-Generated Narrative Energization Ratio 68.6 ( ± 7.3), 

69.9 (50 - 78.6) 

69.5 ( ± 9.0), 

71.6 (36.9 - 78.5) 

t = -0.44 

corr. p = 0.84 

Hayling Test Pre-DBS Post-DBS Pre- vs. Post-DBS † 

Overall Scaled Score 4.9 ( ± 1.2), 

4 (3 - 7) 

5.8 ( ± 1.7), 

6 (3 - 9) 

t = -3.36 

corr. p = 0.013 ∗ 

Initiation RT (secs) 5.0 ( ± 5.4), 

3 (0 - 22) 

3.6 ( ± 4.7), 

2 (0 - 19) 

t = 1.12 

corr. p = 0.27 

Suppression RT (secs) 23.7 ( ± 15.2), 

18 (4 - 52) 

20.9 ( ± 20.6), 

10 (1 - 64) 

t = 0.82 

corr. p = 0.42 

Suppression-Initiation RT Difference (secs) 18.6 ( ± 12.9), 

13 (4 - 49) 

17.3 ( ± 20.4), 

8 (-8 - 63) 

t = 0.35 

corr. p = 0.79 

Global Error Score 12.2 ( ± 8.0), 

15 (0 - 24) 

7.9 ( ± 7.0), 

8 (0 - 20) 

t = 3.05 

corr. p = 0.013 ∗ 

All Category A Errors 2.6 ( ± 2.0), 

3 (0 - 6) 

1.8 ( ± 1.8), 

2 (0 - 5) 

t = 2.09 

corr. p = 0.082 

Category A Error Ratio 0.56 ( ± 0.38), 

0.67 (0 - 1) 

0.43 ( ± 0.43), 

0.50 (0 - 1) 

t = 1.48 

corr. p = 0.19 

All Category B Errors 4.6 ( ± 2.8), 

5 (0 - 10) 

2.6 ( ± 2.3), 

2 (0 - 9) 

t = 3.70 

corr. p = 0.013 ∗ 

Category B Errors Semantic to Response 2.8 ( ± 2.2), 

3 (0 - 6) 

1.8 ( ± 1.8), 

1 (0 - 6) 

t = 2.67 

corr. p = 0.026 ∗ 

Category B Errors Semantic to Subject 0.36 ( ± 0.49), 

0 (0 - 1) 

0.16 ( ± 0.37), 

0 (0 - 1) 

t = 1.73 

corr. p = 0.13 

Category B Semantic but Bizarre 1.4 ( ± 1.0), 

1 (0 - 3) 

0.72 ( ± 1.0), 

0 (0 - 4) 

t = 3.07 

corr. p = 0.013 ∗ 

All Category C Responses 7.8 ( ± 4.3), 

7 (2 - 15) 

10.6 ( ± 3.9), 

11 (5 - 17) 

t = -3.33 

corr. p = 0.013 ∗ 

Category C Responses with Strategy 3.1 ( ± 3.6), 

1 (0 - 12) 

5.9 ( ± 4.6), 

6 (0 - 13) 

t = -3.19 

corr. p = 0.013 ∗ 

Category C Responses with No Obvious Strategy 4.7 ( ± 2.8), 

4 (0 - 12) 

4.8 ( ± 2.2), 

5 (0 - 8) 

t = -0.11 

corr. p = 0.91 

Excluded Letter Fluency Pre-DBS Post-DBS Pre- vs. Post-DBS † 

Total Correct 44.4 ( ± 16.5), 

44 (17 - 84) 

40.7 ( ± 17.2), 

38 (11 - 80) 

t = 2.19 

corr. p = 0.12 

Rule Violations 6.6 ( ± 4.4), 

6 (0 - 16) 

6.4 ( ± 3.4), 

7 (0 - 13) 

t = 0.23 

corr. p = 0.82 

† FDR-corrected per Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) , with 𝛼 = 0.05. 
∗ p < 0.05. 
∗∗ p < 0.01. 
∗∗∗ p < 0.001 

RT = Response Time 
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.3. Principal components analysis 

Both pre-and post-DBS, PCA of the neuropsychological instruments

eturned four dimensions (components) of initiation, inhibition and

trategy use with eigenvalues of one or greater, accounting for 72.5

 (pre-DBS) and 72.4 % (post-DBS) of the total variance in the data

 Table 2 and scree plots visualised in Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5).

t both intervals, Dimension 1 reflected Hayling inhibition and strategy

se , comprising the inhibitory measures Hayling category A and B to-

al errors, global error score and suppression response time, in addition

o measures of strategic efficiency including the initiation–suppression

esponse time difference and the number of strategic category C re-

ponses. Dimension 2 reflected initiation , with a similar composition of

nstruments at both intervals. Prior to DBS, Dimension 2 incorporated

honemic fluency, the phonemic energization ratio and the total num-

er of words generated in the self-generated narrative. Postoperatively,

imension 2 also included the total number of correct responses in the

LF task and the total number of words generated in the picture descrip-

ion task, but not the phonemic energization ratio. Dimension 3 also re-

ected initiation but with a greater emphasis on energization ratios than

ompared to Dimension 2, being formed preoperatively from the ener-

ization ratios for both spontaneous speech tasks and the total number

f words in the picture description task. Postoperatively, Dimension 3

as made up from the phonemic and picture description energization

atios and the total number of words in both spontaneous speech tasks.

inally, Dimension 4 predominantly reflected inhibition, with ELF rule

iolations making the largest contribution both pre- and post-DBS. The

ayling category A error ratio (blatant errors through the 15 items) and

he Hayling initiation response time were also represented at both inter-

als. Notably, prior to DBS, ELF rule violations and the Hayling category

 error ratio were correlated positively on Dimension 4, whilst postop-

ratively they were correlated negatively. This particular combination

f measures suggests a ‘ task-setting ’ component to this dimension, re-

ecting an inability to obtain task rules and apply them consistently to

void error. 

The broad alignment of these dimensions pre- and post-DBS indi-

ated that the expression of initiation and inhibition remained similar

t both timepoints in this cohort. The separation of inhibitory measures

n the Hayling and ELF tasks suggested that these instruments assessed

ifferent components of inhibition, whilst the greater contribution of en-

rgization ratios in Dimension 3 as compared to Dimension 2 suggested

 different representation of initiation. 

.4. Structural connectivity, subthalamic stimulation and individual 

ariability 

We were interested in whether individual differences in initiation,

nhibition and strategy use were related to the structural connectivity

f a frontal network linked to the STN, as well as whether postopera-

ive variability in these cognitive operations was linked to the effects

f stimulation on this network. In order to discriminate the influence

f specific cortical areas and their connectivity, we reported individual

eights for each tract in the PLS path model in order to characterise

ey tracts for each construct. We simulated the volume of activated

issue (VAT) for each participant, based on individualised stimulation

arameters after six postoperative months, following reconstruction of

he electrode trajectory and identification of the locus of subthalamic

timulation in each hemisphere. We reconstructed the structural con-

ectivity of the field of stimulation within the frontal network, with the

ubthalamic VAT replacing the STN as the network hub. Both pre- and

ostoperatively, we assessed whether variability was also mediated by

ifferences in dopaminergic medication, age, years since diagnosis of

arkinson’s disease or a subcortical atrophy score. Post-DBS, we incor-

orated estimates of local stimulation diffusion within motor, cognitive-

ssociative and affective subregions of the STN, in order to assess the

elative contribution of focal stimulation within the target nucleus. Fi-
ally, we evaluated whether the baseline connectivity of cortico-STN

bres also had an influence on pre- to postoperative changes in these

xecutive functions. 

.4.1. Dimension 1 (Hayling inhibition and strategy use) 

We first examined individual differences in Dimension 1, which com-

rised measures of inhibition and strategic efficiency from the Hayling

est. These constructs were significantly related to prefrontal cortico-

ubthalamic connectivity at baseline. Prior to DBS, the greater the

tructural connectivity of the STN with the prefrontal network, the

ewer the inhibitory errors, the faster the response time in the suppres-

ion condition and the greater the use of strategy (coefficient = -0.77,

 = 1.6 × 10 − 4 , Table 3 ), with tracts connecting the STN with the IFG

nd SMA in the right hemisphere weighted strongly in this model ( Fig. 3

nd Supplementary Table 3). 

Six months after STN-DBS, we modelled the connectivity of networks

ncorporating the participant-specific stimulation field at each DBS elec-

rode. Similar to the preoperative interval, the greater the structural

onnectivity of the VAT with the prefrontal network, the fewer the in-

ibitory errors, the faster the response time in the suppression condi-

ion and the greater the use of strategy (coefficient = -0.59, p = 0.016,

able 4 ), with tracts connecting the VAT with the OFC in both hemi-

pheres weighted strongly in this model ( Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table

). There was no significant effect of regional STN stimulation ( p = 0.20).

We used two methods to evaluate whether postoperative inhibition

nd strategy use was related to the pre-surgical structure and connec-

ivity of the brain. Firstly, we calculated the participant-wise atrophy

n a subcortical network identified as a potential vulnerability marker

or the cortical spread of neurodegeneration in Parkinson’s disease.

or Dimension 1, there was no significant effect of subcortical atro-

hy ( p = 0.36) on postoperative variability in this domain. Secondly,

e used a cross-lagged model to assess whether baseline cortico-STN

onnectivity strength in key tracts was a significant determinant of pre-

o postoperative impairment in inhibition and strategy use. For Dimen-

ion 1, the connectivity of the OFC with the site of stimulation in both

emispheres most significantly influenced postoperative variability in

his component of executive functioning – therefore we examined the

aseline connectivity of the STN with these prefrontal regions. Greater

onnectivity of the STN with both right and left OFC prior to DBS was as-

ociated with superior inhibition and strategy use after DBS (right STN-

FC coefficient = -0.21, p = 0.0010; left STN-OFC coefficient = -0.22,

 = 0.012, Table 5 ). 

.4.2. Dimension 2 (Initiation) 

We then assessed individual differences in Dimension 2, which was

ormed from measures of initiation. At baseline, the greater the connec-

ivity of the STN with the prefrontal network, the greater the effective-

ess of initiation, manifest with greater phonemic fluency, a sustained

bility to generate words beginning with the specified letter across sixty

econds and a higher total number of words generated in narrative

peech (coefficient = 0.93, p = 7.4 × 10 − 10 , Table 3 ). Tracts connect-

ng the STN with the IFG in the right hemisphere and the STN with the

mPFC and OFC in the left hemisphere were weighted strongly ( Fig. 4

nd Supplementary Table 4). 

Postoperatively, again greater connectivity of the VAT with the pre-

rontal network was associated with more effective initiation, manifest

ith greater phonemic fluency, a higher total number of words gen-

rated in both narrative and descriptive speech, as well as a greater

umber of correct responses on the ELF task (coefficient = 0.62,

 = 2.9 × 10 − 4 , Table 4 ), with tracts connecting the VAT with the IFG and

FC in the left hemisphere weighted strongly ( Fig. 4 and Supplemen-

ary Table 4). There was also a significant positive effect of regional STN

timulation on postoperative initiation (coefficient = 0.35, p = 0.026,

able 4 ), with the right motor STN subregion weighted most strongly. 

For Dimension 2, there was no significant effect of subcortical

trophy ( p = 0.070) on postoperative variability in this domain.
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Table 2 

Principal components analysis of neuropsychological instruments. 

Pre-DBS 

Measure Representation Dimension 1 

Eigenvalue = 4.76 

Dimension 2 

Eigenvalue = 3.94 

Dimension 3 

Eigenvalue = 2.16 

Dimension 4 

Eigenvalue = 1.46 

Phonemic Fluency (FAS) Contribution - 11.2 % - - 

Correlation - 0.66 - - 

Semantic Fluency (Animals) Contribution - - - - 

Correlation - - - - 

Energization Ratio (Phonemic Fluency) Contribution - 10.2 % - 14.1 % 

Correlation - 0.64 - 0.45 

Picture Description Total Words Contribution - - 17.7 % - 

Correlation - - 0.62 - 

Picture Description Energization Ratio Contribution - - 18.9 % - 

Correlation - - 0.64 - 

Self-Generated Narrative Total Words Contribution - 15.4 % - - 

Correlation - 0.78 - - 

Self-Generated Narrative Energization 

Ratio 

Contribution - - 20.8 % - 

Correlation - - 0.67 - 

Hayling Initiation RT Contribution - - - 21.4 % 

Correlation - - - 0.56 

Hayling Suppression RT Contribution 13.2 % - - - 

Correlation 0.79 - - - 

Hayling Suppression-Initiation RT 

Difference 

Contribution 13.0 % - - - 

Correlation 0.79 - - - 

Haying Category A Errors Contribution 10.3 % - - - 

Correlation 0.70 - - - 

Hayling Category B Errors Contribution 12.1 % - - - 

Correlation 0.76 - - - 

Hayling Global Error Score Contribution 13.1 % - - - 

Correlation 0.79 - - - 

Hayling Category A Error Ratio Contribution - - - 10.9 % 

Correlation - - - - 

Hayling Inverse Category C Responses 

with Strategy 

Contribution 8.8 % - - - 

Correlation 0.64 - - - 

ELF Total Correct Contribution - - - - 

Correlation - - - - 

ELF Rule Violations Contribution - - - 39.9 % 

Correlation - - - 0.76 

Post-DBS 

Measure Representation Dimension 1 

Eigenvalue = 5.09 

Dimension 2 

Eigenvalue = 3.96 

Dimension 3 

Eigenvalue = 1.72 

Dimension 4 

Eigenvalue = 1.55 

Phonemic Fluency (FAS) Contribution - 9.8 % - - 

Correlation - 0.62 - - 

Semantic Fluency (Animals) Contribution - - - - 

Correlation - - - - 

Energization Ratio (Phonemic Fluency) Contribution - - 16.0 % - 

Correlation - - 0.52 - 

Picture Description Total Words Contribution - 13.4 % 19.2 % - 

Correlation - 0.73 0.57 - 

Picture Description Energization Ratio Contribution - - 20.4 % - 

Correlation - - 0.59 - 

Self-Generated Narrative Total Words Contribution - 11.3 % 13.3 % - 

Correlation - 0.67 0.48 - 

Self-Generated Narrative Energization 

Ratio 

Contribution - - - 15.2 % 

Correlation - - - 0.49 

Hayling Initiation RT Contribution - - - 15.4 % 

Correlation - - - 0.49 

Hayling Suppression RT Contribution 14.6 % - - - 

Correlation 0.86 - - - 

Hayling Suppression-Initiation RT 

Difference 

Contribution 13.5 % - - - 

Correlation 0.83 - - - 

Haying Category A Errors Contribution 9.3 % - - - 

Correlation 0.69 - - - 

Hayling Category B Errors Contribution 11.1 % - - - 

Correlation 0.75 - - - 

Hayling Global Error Score Contribution 12.1 % - - - 

Correlation 0.79 - - - 

Hayling Category A Error Ratio Contribution - - - 15.5 % 

Correlation - - - -0.49 

Hayling Inverse Category C Responses 

with Strategy 

Contribution 11.5 % - - - 

Correlation 0.77 - - - 

ELF Total Correct Contribution - 13.3 % - - 

Correlation - 0.73 - - 

ELF Rule Violations Contribution - - - 21.4 % 

Correlation - - - -0.58 
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Table 3 

Modelling the effect of structural connectivity on initiation, inhibition & strategy use prior to STN-DBS. 

PLS-PM Analysis of Dimensions 1-4 Prior to STN-DBS 

Dimension Heavily-Weighted 

Tracts in Network 

R 2 Path Coefficient Significance 95 % C.I. Other Significant 

Co-variates 

1 Right STN-IFG 

(0.85) 

Right STN-SMA 

(0.66) 

0.69 -0.77 p = 1.7 × 10 − 4 ∗∗∗ -1.31 – -0.48 Nil 

2 Right STN-IFG 

(0.71) 

Left STN-OFC 

(0.59) 

Left STN-vmPFC 

(0.56) 

0.88 0.93 p = 7.4 × 10 − 10 ∗∗∗ 0.83 – 1.05 Nil 

3 Right STN-vmPFC 

(1.45) 

Left STN-ACC 

(0.98) 

0.64 -0.70 p = 5.2 × 10 − 4 ∗∗∗ -0.91 – -0.32 Nil 

4 Left STN-vmPFC 

(1.03) 

Left STN-SMA 

(0.96) 

Left STN-OFC 

(0.61) 

0.61 -0.63 4.5 × 10 − 4 ∗∗∗ -0.88 – -0.19 i) Atrophy 

coeff = -0.34 

95 % CI = -0.66 –

0.41 

p = 0.042 ∗ 

ii) Atrophy x 

Connectivity 

coeff = -0.33 

95 % CI = -1.04 –

0.27 

p = 0.039 ∗ 

∗ p < 0.05. 
∗∗ p < 0.01. 
∗∗∗ p < 0.001 

ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, SMA = pre-supplementary motor area, STN = subthalamic nucleus, 

vmPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex. 

Table 4 

Modelling the effect of structural connectivity & local subthalamic stimulation on initiation, inhibition & strategy use after STN-DBS. 

PLS-PM Analysis of Dimensions 1-4 Subsequent to STN-DBS 

Dimension Heavily-Weighted 

Tracts in Network 

R 2 Path Coefficient Significance 95 % C.I. Other Significant 

Co-variates 

1 Right VAT-OFC 

(0.59) 

Left VAT-OFC 

(0.94) 

0.71 -0.59 p = 0.016 ∗ -1.04 – -0.075 Nil 

2 Left VAT-IFG (1.06) 

Left VAT-OFC 

(0.70) 

0.72 0.62 p = 2.9 × 10 − 4 ∗∗∗ 0.38 – 0.89 i) Focal STN 

Stimulation 

coeff = 0.35 

95 % CI = -0.057 –

0.66 

p = 0.026 

Heavily Weighted 

STN Subregions: 

Right Motor (0.65) 

3 Right VAT-IFG 

(1.10) 

Left VAT-OFC 

(0.68) 

0.52 -0.44 p = 0.048 ∗ -1.07 – 0.097 Nil 

4 Right VAT-IFG 

(1.08) 

Right VAT-OFC 

(0.98) 

0.66 -0.71 p = 0.0010 ∗∗ -1.03 – -0.27 Nil 

∗ p < 0.05. 
∗∗ p < 0.01. 
∗∗∗ p < 0.001 

ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, SMA = pre-supplementary motor area, VAT = volume of activated 

tissue, vmPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex. 
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a  
ross-lagged models were tested for tracts connecting the STN with the

FC and IFG in the left hemisphere, as the connectivity of these corti-

al regions with the site of stimulation were identified as key mediators

f variability in postoperative initiation. However, neither the baseline

onnectivity of the STN-IFG ( p = 0.49) nor the STN-OFC ( p = 0.63) in-

uenced pre- to postoperative change in the effectiveness of initiation

 Table 5 ). 
.4.3. Dimension 3 (Initiation) 

Individual variability in Dimension 3 comprised strong contributions

rom energization ratios and spontaneous speech production both pre-

nd post-DBS. Prior to DBS, in contrast to Dimension 2, the greater

he connectivity of the STN with the prefrontal network, the less ef-

cient was initiation, with reduced spontaneous speech production

nd a lesser capacity to sustain verbal responding across sixty seconds
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Fig. 3. Dimension 1 (Hayling Inhibition & Strategy Use). 

Left Panel: Prior to DBS, the greater the structural connectivity of the STN with the right IFG and SMA, the fewer the inhibitory errors on the Hayling test, and the 

greater the use of strategy. Postoperatively, the greater the connectivity of the VAT with the OFC in both hemispheres, the fewer the inhibitory errors, and the greater 

the use of strategy. Cortical regions are overlaid upon a 7-Tesla MRI at 100 micron resolution ( Edlow et al., 2019 ). Right Panel: Dimension 1 comprised measures of 

inhibition and strategic efficiency from the Hayling test. Raincloud plots made with code provided by Allen et al. (2019) and van Langen (2020) . 

IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, SMA = pre-supplementary motor area, STN = subthalamic nucleus, VAT = volume of activated tissue. 

Table 5 

Modelling the effect of baseline subthalamic connectivity on initiation, inhibition & strategy use after STN-DBS. 

Cross-Lagged Model Results 

Cross-Lagged Coefficients Cross-Sectional Coefficients Model Fit Indices 

Dimension & 

Tract 

Connectivity t 1 
→ ΔBehaviour 

Behaviour t 1 
→ ΔConnectivity 

Connectivity t 1 ~

Behaviour t 1 

ΔConnectivity ~

ΔBehaviour 

CFI RMSEA 

1 

Right STN-OFC 

coeff = -0.21 

p = 0.0010 ∗∗ 
coeff = -0.29 

p = 0.034 ∗ 
coeff = -2.26 

p = 0.013 ∗ 
coeff = -1.12 

p = 0.086 

1.0 0.001 

1 

Left STN-OFC 

coeff = -0.22 

p = 0.012 ∗ 
coeff = -0.18 

p = 0.12 

coeff = -1.00 

p = 0.37 

coeff = 0.00 

p = 1.00 

1.0 0.001 

2 

Left STN-IFG 

coeff = 0.074 

p = 0.49 

coeff = 0.38 

p = 0.046 ∗ 
coeff = 0.98 

p = 0.36 

coeff = -0.069 

p = 0.83 

1.0 0.001 

2 

Left STN-OFC 

coeff = -0.048 

p = 0.63 

coeff = -0.44 

p = 0.062 

coeff = 3.49 

p = 0.022 ∗ 
coeff = 1.18 

p = 0.10 

1.0 0.001 

3 

Right STN-IFG 

coeff = 0.056 

p = 0.39 

coeff = -0.39 

p = 0.26 

coeff = -1.12 

p = 0.16 

coeff = -0.49 

p = 0.52 

1.0 0.001 

3 

Left STN-OFC 

coeff = 0.042 

p = 0.42 

coeff = -0.27 

p = 0.47 

coeff = -1.26 

p = 0.14 

coeff = -0.33 

p = 0.43 

1.0 0.001 

4 

Right STN-IFG 

coeff = -0.054 

p = 0.44 

coeff = -0.25 

p = 0.63 

coeff = -0.17 

p = 0.75 

coeff = -0.27 

p = 0.66 

1.0 0.001 

4 

Right STN-OFC 

coeff = -0.17 

p = 0.65 

coeff = -0.045 

p = 0.40 

coeff = -1.30 

p = 0.22 

coeff = -0.36 

p = 0.54 

1.0 0.001 

Significance: 
∗ p < 0.05. 
∗∗ p < 0.01. 
∗∗∗ p < 0.001 
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Fig. 4. Dimension 2 (Initiation). 

Left Panel: Prior to DBS, the greater the structural connectivity of the STN with the right IFG, left vmPFC and left OFC, the greater the effectiveness of initiation, 

manifest with greater phonemic fluency, sustained phonemic energization and greater spontaneous speech production. Postoperatively, the greater the connectivity 

of the VAT with the left IFG and OFC, the greater the phonemic fluency, spontaneous speech production and correct responses on the ELF task. Cortical regions are 

overlaid upon a 7-Tesla MRI at 100 micron resolution ( Edlow et al., 2019 ). Right Panel: Dimension 2 comprised measures of initiation including phonemic fluency, 

the phonemic energization ratio, spontaneous narrative and descriptive speech, as well as correct responses on the ELF task. Raincloud plots made with code provided 

by Allen et al . (2019) and van Langen (2020) . 

ELF = excluded letter fluency, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, STN = subthalamic nucleus, VAT = volume of activated tissue, vmPFC = ven- 

tromedial prefrontal cortex. 
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coefficient = -0.70, p = 5.2 × 10 − 4 , Table 3 ). Tracts connecting the STN

ith the vmPFC in the right hemisphere and the STN with the ACC in

he left hemisphere were weighted strongly ( Fig. 5 and Supplementary

able 5). 

Postoperatively, greater connectivity of the VAT with the prefrontal

etwork was again associated with less effective initiation (coeffi-

ient = -0.44, p = 0.048, Table 4 ), with tracts connecting the VAT with

he IFG in the right hemisphere and the VAT with the OFC in the left

emisphere weighted strongly ( Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 5). How-

ver, confidence intervals crossed zero for this association. 

Subcortical atrophy did not significantly affect postoperative vari-

bility in Dimension 3 ( p = 0.26). As the most strongly weighted tracts

n the postoperative model, cross-lagged models were tested for the con-

ectivity of the STN-IFG in the right hemisphere and the STN-OFC in

he left hemisphere. Neither the baseline connectivity of the STN-IFG

 p = 0.39) nor the STN-OFC ( p = 0.42) influenced pre- to postoperative

hange in disinhibition ( Table 5 ). 

.4.4. Dimension 4 (Inhibition) 

Finally, we studied inter-individual variability in Dimension 4,

hich was predominantly composed of rule violations in the ELF task,

ith additional contributions from the Hayling category A error ratio

nd measures of initiation derived from the Hayling test and verbal

asks. Preoperatively, the greater the connectivity of the STN with the
refrontal network, the greater the effectiveness of inhibition, manifest

ith fewer rule violations and fewer blatant suppression errors resulting

rom a lack of a strategy (coefficient = -0.63, p = 4.5 × 10 − 4 , Table 3 ).

racts connecting the STN with the OFC, SMA and vmPFC in the left

emisphere were weighted strongly ( Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table

). There was also a significant association between subcortical atrophy

nd Dimension 4, with preserved subcortical volume also associated

ith greater inhibition (coefficient = -0.34, p = 0.042) and a greater

nteraction effect of subcortical volume x connectivity associated with

reater inhibition (coefficient = -0.33, p = 0.039). However, confidence

ntervals were wide for both of these metrics and crossed zero ( Table 3 ).

Six months after STN-DBS, the greater the connectivity of the site

f stimulation with the prefrontal network, the greater the disinhibi-

ion (note the negative correlations on the PCA for Dimension 4) with

ore ELF rule violations and more blatant suppression errors resulting

rom a lack of strategy (coefficient = -0.71, p = 0.0010, Table 4 ), with

racts connecting the VAT with the IFG and OFC in the right hemisphere

eighted strongly ( Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table 6). 

There was no significant effect of subcortical atrophy ( p = 0.28) on

ostoperative variability in this Dimension 4. Cross lagged models were

ested for tracts connecting the STN with the OFC and IFG in the right

emisphere. Neither the baseline connectivity of the STN-IFG ( p = 0.44)

or the STN-OFC ( p = 0.65) influenced pre- to postoperative change in

isinhibition ( Table 5 ). 
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Fig. 5. Dimension 3 (Initiation). 

Left Panel: Prior to DBS, the greater the structural connectivity of the STN with the right vmPFC and left ACC, the less efficient was initiation, manifest with reduced 

descriptive speech and a reduced energization ratio for descriptive and narrative speech. Postoperatively, the greater the connectivity of the VAT with the right 

IFG and left OFC, the lesser was narrative and descriptive speech production and the lesser was the energization ratio for descriptive speech and phonemic fluency. 

Cortical regions are overlaid upon a 7-Tesla MRI at 100 micron resolution ( Edlow et al . , 2019 ). Right Panel: Dimension 3 comprised measures of initiation including 

spontaneous narrative and descriptive speech, energization ratios for both these measures and the phonemic energization ratio. Raincloud plots made with code 

provided by Allen et al. (2019) and van Langen (2020) . 

ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, STN = subthalamic nucleus, VAT = volume of activated tissue, vmPFC = ven- 

tromedial prefrontal cortex. 
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.5. Supplementary analyses 

Given the correlation of strategic inefficiency with category B (sub-

le) but not category A (blatant) suppression errors, we examined

he structural correlations with strategy use (reflected by reduced

uppression-initiation response time difference, reduced Hayling cate-

ory A error ratio and increased Hayling category C responses result-

ng from the use of a strategy). Preoperatively, strategy use was signifi-

antly associated with a prefrontal network in which the right STN-IFG

nd right STN-SMA tracts were weighted most heavily, with stronger

onnectivity associated with greater strategy use (coefficient = -0.78,

 = 9.2 × 10 − 5 , Supplementary Table 7). 

Postoperatively, stronger connectivity of the subthalamic VAT with

he prefrontal network was also associated with greater strategy use

coefficient = -0.67, p = 0.0033, Supplementary Table 5) but in this

odel, connectivity of the VAT with the OFC in both hemispheres was

eighted strongly. There was no significance of focal STN stimulation

 p = 0.74) or subcortical atrophy ( p = 0.14). In the cross-lagged model,

reater right (coefficient = -0.11, p = 0.001) and left (coefficient = -

.13, p = 0.001) STN-OFC connectivity at baseline was associated with

 reduced pre- to postoperative change in strategy use. 

In the cross-lagged model: 

i) Connectivity t 1 → ΔBehaviour represents connectivity to behaviour

coupling: the extent to which structural connectivity at baseline as-

sociates with change in neuropsychological measures at follow up. 
ii) Behaviour t 1 → ΔConnectivity represents behaviour to connectivity

coupling: the degree of change in structural connectivity dependent

on executive functioning at baseline. 

ii) Connectivity t 1 ~ Behaviour t 1 is connectivity-behaviour co-variance at

baseline 

v) ΔConnectivity ~ ΔBehaviour is an estimate of correlated change: re-

flecting the degree to which connectivity and behaviour changes co-

occur. 

CFI = Comparative Fit Index, RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of

pproximation 

. Discussion 

In persons with Parkinson’s disease prior to subthalamic DBS, we

ound significant co-variation in initiation, inhibition and strategy use

ith the structural connectivity of a prefrontal cortical network associ-

ted with the STN. After surgery, we found that the structural connec-

ivity of this network with a simulated volume of activated tissue also

o-varied with these same executive functions. We employed a multi-

ariate model controlling for important covariates such as age, years

ince diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease, dopaminergic medication dosage

including the proportion of the dose composed from dopamine agonist

edication), subcortical atrophy and focal stimulation effects. 

We employed a range of neuropsychological tests to assess these

onstructs. At the level of individual instruments, we were able to
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Fig. 6. Dimension 4 (Inhibition). 

Left Panel: Prior to DBS, the greater the structural connectivity of the STN with the vmPFC, OFC and SMA in the left hemisphere, the fewer the rule violations and 

blatant suppression errors resulting from a lack of strategy. Postoperatively, the greater the connectivity of the VAT with the IFG and OFC in the right hemisphere, 

the greater the disinhibition, with more rule violations and blatant suppression errors. Cortical regions are overlaid upon a 7-Tesla MRI at 100 micron resolution 

( Edlow et al., 2019 ). Right Panel: Dimension 4 comprised measures of inhibition including ELF rule violations and the Hayling Category A error ratio. Together with 

the Hayling Initiation response time, these measures could also be seen as reflecting a ‘ task setting ’ component – i.e. getting into ‘ set ’ to respond appropriately on the 

task. Raincloud plots made with code provided by Allen et al. (2019) and van Langen (2020) . 

ELF = excluded letter fluency, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, SMA = pre-supplementary motor area, STN = subthalamic nucleus, VAT = vol- 

ume of activated tissue, vmPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex. 
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eproduce some interesting findings from prior work using the Hayling

est ( Robinson et al., 2015a ), such as the association between strategic

nefficiency, slowed responding in the suppression condition and cate-

ory B (subtle) but not A (blatant) suppression errors, both at baseline

nd longitudinally, where increased strategy use was associated with

ewer category B (but not A) errors at six months. We also reproduced

he finding of a reduction in phonemic verbal fluency after STN-DBS

 Parsons et al . , 2006 ; Witt et al., 2008 ; Combs et al., 2015 ). 

The principal components analysis of the neuropsychological instru-

ents identified four distinct dimensions that were strikingly similar

re- and post-DBS. Although these reflect different aspects of initiation,

nhibition and strategy use, they retain a synergistic relationship under

he general construct of ‘ starting and stopping ’ and therefore prefrontal

ortical regions classically implicated in these functions (such as the OFC

nd IFG) were widely implicated in the connectivity analyses. However,

e replicated hemispheric distinctions reported in prior work, includ-

ng a role for the right inferior frontal gyrus in inhibition and strategy

se, as well as the left inferior frontal gyrus in tasks requiring selection

nder conditions of maintained inhibition. Postoperatively, greater con-

ectivity of the stimulation field with right anterior cortical regions was

ssociated with greater rule violations and suppression errors, support-

ng prior work implicating right-hemispheric STN stimulation in disin-

ibition. 

Dimension 1 comprised measures of inhibition and strategy use on

he Hayling test, with greater subthalamic connectivity with the IFG
nd SMA in the right hemisphere associated with superior performance

n these measures prior to DBS. These results complement prior work

ndertaken in lesioned cohorts ( Volle et al., 2012 ; Robinson et al.,

015a ), as well as VBM analyses in persons with Parkinson’s dis-

ase ( O’Callaghan et al., 2013a ). When we specifically examined strat-

gy use in a supplementary analysis, the right IFG and SMA again

merged as key cortical regions. These findings are noteworthy in light

f prior reports that the right IFG (and not other anterior regions such

s the OFC) is specifically linked to strategy use on this instrument

 Cipolotti et al., 2016 ). Yet, after STN-DBS, connectivity of the stim-

lation field with both left and right OFC emerged as key mediators

f performance in these domains, with greater connectivity associated

ith greater inhibition and strategy use. These findings are atypical

ot only because they again implicate the OFC, but also because they

uggest an enhancement in executive functioning after STN-DBS, when

timulation of the associative and affective subregions of the STN has

lassically been associated with impulsivity and disinhibition ( Romito

t al., 2002 ; Daniele et al., 2003 ; Hershey et al., 2004 ; Voon et al.,

006 ; Appleby et al., 2007 ; Mallet et al., 2007 ; Hershey et al., 2010 ;

elter et al., 2014 ; Mosley et al., 2018a ). However, two findings sug-

est that this is not a direct stimulation effect and may instead reflect

reater integrity of cortico-subthalamic afferents at baseline. First, there

s no association with focal STN subregion stimulation and these find-

ngs. Second, the greater the strength of these orbitofrontal tracts prior

o DBS, the less likely was pre- to postoperative impairment in these
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omains, including both Dimension 1 and strategy use in isolation. In

ther words, this unexpected finding may not be a direct effect of stim-

lation per se , but a consequence of lesser mesolimbic degeneration in

hose participants with greater connectivity at baseline. Prior work has

emonstrated that the extent of degeneration in prefrontal networks is

ariable but may be present from the early stages of Parkinson’s disease

 Rae et al . , 2012 ; van der Vegt et al., 2013 ). Direct projections from OFC

o STN are implicated in the limbic hyperdirect pathway, which pro-

ides an important inhibitory influence on affective and cognitive out-

ut from the basal ganglia ( Haber and Knutson, 2010 ; Volkmann et al.,

010 ; Haynes and Haber, 2013 ). Progressive cortical thinning in the

FC has been demonstrated longitudinally and this region may there-

ore be a sensitive marker of emergent prefrontal cortical degeneration,

ypothesised to be linked to strong structural connectivity with the sub-

ortical disease reservoir propagating toxic alpha-synuclein ( Yau et al.,

018 ). Individuals with preserved OFC-STN connectivity preoperatively

ay therefore have a greater anatomical substrate of ‘ inhibitory reserve ’

hat could mitigate the effects of stimulation. This underscores the value

f our approach quantifying the influence of preoperative connectivity

n postoperative behaviour ( Table 5 ) because it allows this hypothesis

o be tested. Future work may seek to extend these findings by testing

articipants ‘ on ’ and ‘ off’ stimulation, as well as at different stimulation

ntensities, to clarify whether there is a direct contribution of stimula-

ion and whether a biological gradient exists between stimulation and

ehaviour. 

Dimension 2 was composed from measures of initiation, with greater

ubthalamic connectivity with anterior regions including the IFG, OFC

nd vmPFC associated with greater performance in this domain at base-

ine. The key role of connectivity between the field of stimulation and

he left IFG after STN-DBS is significant due to the representation of

honemic fluency and correct responses on the ELF task on Dimension

. Prior lesion work has identified a clear role of the left IFG in fluency

asks requiring selection ( Robinson et al., 2010 , 2012 ) consistent with

his region mediating selection under conditions of maintained inhibi-

ion. Grey matter atrophy of the left IFG and OFC has also previously

een associated with impaired ELF performance in persons with Parkin-

on’s disease ( O’Callaghan et al . , 2013b ). A significant effect of focal

timulation in the right motor STN subregion on improved postoperative

nitiation was also found. The site of this effect in the right hemisphere

nd in a region of the STN unlikely to have significant connectivity with

hese prefrontal regions suggests this is an independent effect. 

Dimension 3 also reflected measures of initiation, but with a greater

mphasis on energization ratios (the ability to maintain a consistent re-

ponse over time). Curiously, the greater the connectivity of the STN

nd the stimulation field with anterior prefrontal regions, the greater

he impairment in these domains both pre- and post-DBS (although not-

ng that postoperatively this finding only just reaches the threshold for

tatistical significance and the confidence intervals cross zero). This iso-

ated finding of increased connectivity associating with neuropsycholog-

cal impairment may be related to the complex nature of propositional

peech, which recruits many areas outside of the prefrontal cortex, in-

luding posterior parietal and middle temporal regions ( Braun et al.,

001 ; Blank et al., 2002 ). It is possible that subthalamic connectivity

uppresses conceptual preparation and output for these types of tasks,

hich are complex and require an interplay between initiation, inhibi-

ion and semantics. 

Finally, Dimension 4 was made up primarily from ELF rule viola-

ions and blatant suppression errors on the Hayling task related to a lack

f strategic responding. Together with the Hayling Initiation response

ime, these measures could also be seen as reflecting a ‘ task setting ’ com-

onent – i.e. getting into ‘ set ’ to respond appropriately on the task. Prior

o DBS, greater left-hemispheric subthalamic connectivity was associ-

ted with increased inhibition, but postoperatively, greater connectivity

f the stimulation field with the right IFG and OFC was associated with

isinhibition, manifest with more rule violations and suppression errors.

his complements prior work (in a non-overlapping cohort) where stim-
lation of the right associative STN was associated with greater postop-

rative disinhibition ( Mosley et al., 2018b ). Although no focal stimula-

ion effects were seen on this occasion, these cortical regions (particu-

arly the IFG) are likely to project to the associative region of the STN

nd support a model in which right hemispheric associative STN stimu-

ation is more likely to induce disinhibition of this manner. Interestingly,

his pre- to postoperative dissociation between the left and right hemi-

pheres may reflect a dissociation between the top-down control of task

et (left hemisphere) and impaired inhibition of inappropriate responses

right hemisphere) ( Aron et al., 2004a ). 

We did not find a strong association between energization and the

uperior medial cortical regions such as the SMA, as has been previ-

usly reported in lesioned populations ( Robinson et al., 2012 ). Aside

rom the divergent nature of the aetiology underlying the energization

mpairment in Parkinson’s disease (namely dopaminergic depletion and

eurodegeneration), we note that the superior medial region defined in

his prior lesion work is broad and includes some aspects of more ante-

ior regions such as the vmPFC. 

We also did not find a strong association between these executive

unctions and atrophy in a subcortical network evaluated prior to DBS.

lthough subcortical atrophy has been shown to influence longitudinal

trophic change in prefrontal regions ( Zeighami et al., 2015 ; Yau et al.,

018 ) we note that this network was defined in de novo cases of Parkin-

on’s disease evaluated on average seven months after diagnosis and

ollowed longitudinally one year later. In contrast, our sample were

n average eight-years post-diagnosis. Progression of neurodegeneration

ay have therefore disrupted the specificity of this measure, noting also

he small size of our investigation. Nevertheless, it can be hypothesised

hat those participants with a lower atrophic burden would also show

elatively maintained frontal connectivity and hence superior execu-

ive functioning longitudinally. This was supported in our cross-lagged

odel, in which stronger baseline STN-OFC connectivity was protective

gainst pre- to postoperative change in initiation, inhibition and strat-

gy use. Further work with larger sample sizes including participants at

n earlier disease stage would be more likely to clarify the relationship

etween subcortical atrophy and executive dysfunction. 

We found that the structural connectivity of our postoperative

ronto-subthalamic network (centred upon the VAT) associated far more

trongly with variability in postoperative initiation and inhibition than

easures of focal subthalamic stimulation derived from a subregion

nalysis. There are two potential explanations for these findings. First,

he structural network measures may allow a more fine-grained mea-

urement of the association between brain and behaviour than the STN

ubregion data. This is because the STN has an overlapping topogra-

hy with boundaries that are defined heuristically rather than according

o tight criteria ( Alkemade and Forstmann, 2014 ). In order words, the

motor’ subregion will undoubtedly contain some connections to ‘asso-

iative’ cortical regions and vice versa. Secondly, the subthalamic VAT

ay extend outside of the nucleus to incorporate adjacent fibre tracts

rojecting to the prefrontal cortex, such as the superolateral branch of

he medial forebrain bundle ( Coenen et al., 2018 ), which could conceiv-

bly exert a direct influence upon executive functioning. Future work

ould dissect the relative influence of these factors by constraining a

onnectivity analysis only to those regions that fall inside of the defined

TN boundary, or seeding from other regions of the midbrain such as

he ventral tegmental area. 

Relatedly, the significance of the association between the connectiv-

ty of the stimulation field with the prefrontal cortex and postoperative

ehaviour may be questioned because, across the cohort, stimulation

redominated in the motor subregion of the STN ( Fig. 2 ), which is not

ypically taken to be strongly connected to these regions. However, the

ispersion of charge along the medial and inferior elements of the STN

eant that some limbic regions of the STN were directly stimulated

Supplementary Table 2) with a mean occupancy by the VAT of 33.5

 in the right hemisphere and 25.1 % in the left hemisphere. Addition-

lly, the aforementioned overlapping topography of the STN means that
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hese prefrontal regions will also likely have some representation in as-

ociative subregions. Finally, the dispersion of electrical charge outside

f the nucleus means that adjacent fibre tracts directly connecting mid-

rain regions to the prefrontal cortex may be directly recruited. 

Limitations of this work include the exclusive focus on verbal mea-

ures of initiation and inhibition, which may therefore omit other impor-

ant behavioural manifestations of these executive functions. However,

e have recently reported on behavioural measures of impulsivity de-

ived from a ‘ virtual casino’ ( Mosley et al . , 2020 ), finding here also a

ey role for STN-OFC tracts in mediating impulsivity after STN-DBS for

arkinson’s disease, with clinically-significant pathological changes in

ood and behaviour linked to stimulation of these connections in the

ight hemisphere. Therefore, there appears to be substantial commonal-

ty between these constructs. A limitation inherent to almost all work as-

essing the structural connectivity of the postoperative stimulation field

s that this is assayed using diffusion imaging collected preoperatively.

ost DBS devices are not approved for the longer sequences required

o collect diffusion data at high angular resolution. Therefore, a major

ssumption is that the structural connectivity of the brain does not sub-

tantially change in the pre-postoperative interval. This is a reasonable

ssumption in cases where the two timepoints surveyed are relatively

lose together. However, in the future, the development of fully MR

ompatible devices would remove this necessity and could potentially

etect subtle neuroplastic changes emerging after DBS. 

. Conclusions 

Overall, these findings support a model in which the integrity of

ortico-STN afferent fibres from the anterior prefrontal cortex maintain

nitiation and inhibition in the context of neurodegeneration, in which

he right hemisphere is implicated in strategy use and disinhibition,

hilst the left is implicated in selection under conditions of maintained

nhibition. The significant postoperative influence of cortical connectiv-

ty with the site of subthalamic stimulation, in contrast to local stim-

lation effects within the nucleus, suggests that it is also important to

onsider the distal effects of DBS when evaluating individual non-motor

ymptom outcome in Parkinson’s disease. We anticipate that this work

ill encourage the integration of these network measures into the deliv-

ry of DBS. First, quantification of preoperative cortico-STN structural

onnectivity may hold promise as a marker of neuropsychiatric ‘ reserve ’

itigating the pro-impulsive effect of STN-DBS. Second, specific tracts

onnecting the inferomedial STN with the anterior prefrontal cortex

particularly in the right hemisphere) that, when stimulated, are im-

licated in the genesis of disinhibition, could be incorporated into DBS

urgical planning software to guide electrode implantation and stimula-

ion titration to minimise neuropsychiatric sequelae. 
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